

**THE COLLISION.**

It was one of our usual days in August that Mrs. Newton and her two charming daughter-in-law and son-in-law called to visit us, and then to spend the day with us. Mrs. Newton was the proprietor of one of the towns in the state, and was often visited by her guests. She was always the same-a quiet, suffered soul, who never showed any signs of fatigue or discomfort, but always seemed to be content with her lot. She was always dressed in black, and wore a black hat. She never left her home without her black hat, and never went out without it. Mrs. Newton was always the same-a quiet, suffered soul, who never showed any signs of fatigue or discomfort, but always seemed to be content with her lot. She was always dressed in black, and wore a black hat. She never left her home without her black hat, and never went out without it. Mrs. Newton was always the same-a quiet, suffered soul, who never showed any signs of fatigue or discomfort, but always seemed to be content with her lot. She was always dressed in black, and wore a black hat. She never left her home without her black hat, and never went out without it.

But to return to the story. Mrs. Newton had just arrived, and was greeted with the usual courtesy and welcome. We had just finished breakfast, and were all sitting at the table, when Mrs. Newton suddenly exclaimed, 

"Oh, look out! Look out! There's something coming towards us!"

We all looked up in surprise, and saw a small, black object approaching us. It was a small, black-looking object, and we were all rather afraid of it. It was the most unusual-looking object we had ever seen, and we were all afraid it might be some new kind of insect or insect-like creature. We all stood up and looked at it, and tried to guess what it was. But we were all rather afraid of it, and we didn't want to do anything that might hurt it.

But Mrs. Newton was not afraid. She was always the same-a quiet, suffered soul, who never showed any signs of fatigue or discomfort, but always seemed to be content with her lot. She was always dressed in black, and wore a black hat. She never left her home without her black hat, and never went out without it. Mrs. Newton was always the same-a quiet, suffered soul, who never showed any signs of fatigue or discomfort, but always seemed to be content with her lot. She was always dressed in black, and wore a black hat. She never left her home without her black hat, and never went out without it.
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LOCAL NEWS.

On Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Freed was married in the church at Trappe, to Miss Mary M. Trappewber, daughter of Mr. John Trappewber, and sister to Mr. Robert Trappewber, of this village. It was a very handsome and well attended wedding, and we are sorry that we have no space to give the full details.

The facilities for the enjoyment of books which may now be had by the people of this section of the country are very great. The Trappe Agency is now opened, and the books may be had either at the agency or at the store of D. R. Hershman, hardware merchant, of this village. The price of the paper, for one year, including the subscription to 1000 articles, is 12 cents per copy. If you can't get it from your dealer, you can have it from Mr. Hershman.

NEW CARRIAGE

EMPORIUM

IN TRAPPE, NEAR THE TOLL GATE.

The undersigned fairly公开 a suitable and commodious building is now prepared to do all kinds of Light and Heavy Wheelwrighting.

FINE CARRIAGES ! ! !

WHEELWRIGHTING ! ! !

Including

Of the latest Styles. The best material will be used.

PAINTING AND STRIPING ! ! !

Will be especially attended to in Mr. Hershman's new establishment.Connecting promptly to the snow.

BLATSMITHING ! ! !

Will be carried on in all its branches in the adjoining building. House and Farm repairs, and maintenance of every description, prompt and skillcently. Satisfaction guaranteed.

JOHN HEM.

BEAVER & SHENKEL.

TRAPPE, PA.

Call the special attention of the readers to the furniture and new sunset of all kinds of goods kept in a first class Dry Goods and Grocery store.

DRY GOODS ! !

Of every variety and price, including a fine stock of

BEECH GOURDS, CALIFORNIA AND BLAST ALPACAS, TABLE LINENS, Muslins, Shirts, Slips, Dance, Towels, Colored Balclava, Glassware, Drawers, Handkerchiefs, Woodwork, Lamps

CLOTHING MADE TO ORDER, ALSO CUTTING.

All goods will positively be sold at the lowest possible figure.

M. R. SHENKEL.

Buy a First Class Book of

D I R Y  G O O D S  A N D  G R O C E R I E S  ! !

As long as time is in use, go to M. R. Shenkel, an order will be filled.

Hats, Hats.

Of almost every style on hand. The different lines are sold by M. R. Shenkel, as cheap as the cheapest.

CALL AND BE CONVINced.

E. YERK.

WAGON AND CARRIAGE BUILDERS

TRAPPE, PA.

All kinds of Wagons and Carriages Constructed in a neat durable manner.

Repairing Promptly Attended to.

CARRIAGES RE-PAINTED AND VARNISHED,

On Short Notice. Terms Moderate.

The Old and Most Reliable Place

IS STILL THE BEST TO GET YOUR

CLOTHING !

E. YERK.

WAGON AND CARRIAGE BUILDERS

TRAPPE, PA.
Seven persons were injured, some severely, in a fire at Saratoga, N. Y., on...